#MacroSW Transcripts

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag.


See #MacroSW Influencers/Analytics.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Hosting #MacroSW chat shortly! Can't wait.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Sorry I will miss #MacroSW tonight, I already miss you and your wonderful robot gifs. Have fun tonight! https://t.co/Jf1FahH8UY

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @karenzgoda: Sorry I will miss #MacroSW tonight, I already miss you and your wonderful robot gifs. Have fun tonight! https://t.co/Jf1Fah...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@karenzgoda We will catch you next time! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
please excuse the extra tweets as we join tonight's #MacroSW chat~ https://t.co/xs3JoHCn0W

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Excuse the extra tweets for #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
We will get rolling in just a few #macrosw https://t.co/F667IiCaBW

Bryan @DocRaven1555
RT @SDSUSocialWork: Could robots be counselors? Early research shows positive user experience: New research has shown for the first tin...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Social Work is a Robot-Proof Career https://t.co/TpfVaodY3k

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Social Work is a Robot-Proof Career https://t.co/TpfVaodY3k

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Social Work is a Robot-Proof Career https://t.co/TpfVaodY3k

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Nov. 2017 a @McKinsey study discovered that technology could replace up to 375 million employees worldwide by 2030 but also careers whi on empathy or creativity at work have job security. https://t.co/i5ZnyuMhGx #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Nov. 2017 a @McKinsey study discovered that technology could replace up to 375 million employees worldwide by 2030 al...

Marianna Hernandez @mrnahdez
Hello Marianna here from the UCLA MSW program #uclamsW203C #macrosw

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
@karenzgoda Hey #MacroSW. This is Jenna signing in from Michigan! LMSW, MPH, school district administrator. My Thursday nights are free again so.... https://t.co/W2nIihqpfN

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Badiah Wilson from UB here!! This ought to be an interesting chat!

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: Nov. 2017 a @McKinsey study discovered that technology could replace up to 375 million employees worldwide by 2030 al...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
For current, future and new MSWs, this is good news. Social work is a multifaceted profession. #MacroSW

Melanie Sage 🏷️ @melaniesage
Hello Social Workers! Melanie Sage here, asst prof at #UBSSW, enjoying the sparkle of the last week of classes and sunny weather, and reac talk about one of my favorite things, #SWtech! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: For current, future and new MSWs, this is good news. Social work is a multifaceted profession. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: Hello Social Workers! Melanie Sage here, asst prof at #UBSSW, enjoying the sparkle of the last week of classes and sunr

Shuri's Dirty Computer @phenomenoire
RT @porndaughter: Welcome to tonight's #MacroSW chat about Social Work is a Robot-Proof Career https://t.co/TpfVaodY3k

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hi, this is Pat Shelly (not a robot) tweeting for @UBSSW - looking forward to the chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/ofDBQysIzs

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: @karenzgoda Hey #MacroSW. This is Jenna signing in from Michigan! LMSW, MPH, school district administrator. My Thursday...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #MacroSW! Nancy from @UMBC @mdsocialwork ! Looking forward to the chat.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #MacroSW! Nancy from @UMBC @mdsocialwork ! Looking forward to the chat.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: For current, future and new MSWs, this is good news. Social work is a multifaceted profession. #MacroSW
Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
Hello all, Kelly Mercer here, first year MSW student at University at Buffalo. #macroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Nice. We should have a battle of the robot gifs for @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/niUd8CSmqf

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: Nov. 2017 a @McKinsey study discovered that technology could replace up to 375 million employees worldwide by 2030 al…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@porndaughter I told one of my BSW advisees that this afternoon. #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
I love the movie @HiddenFigures. This scene inspired me thinking about this chat. Dorothoy Vaughn perfectly positioned her team to run the I that was poised to replace human capital at NASA. https://t.co/kB63wafwEl #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@melaniesage Hi Melanie! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Hi, this is Pat Shelly (not a robot) tweeting for @UBSSW - looking forward to the chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/ofDBQyslZs

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@kellymerUB You're halfway there! Congrats, Kelly #macroSW https://t.co/KN2ucUP3lg

Melanie Sage @melaniesage
So much #UBSSW love in the room! We lead in Social Work Tech! Represent! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: I love the movie @HiddenFigures. This scene inspired me thinking about this chat. Dorothoy Vaughn perfectly positioned

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Social workers face similar challenges in taming the tech beast. We can use tech to make our work better but yet the in-person components of practice will never change. #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW https://t.co/SHCd0vV1Ki

Peggy L. Swails @plswalls
#MacroSW HI! I'm Peggy from the @UA_SocialWork where I am an Instructor and Continuing Education Coordinator.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Helle #macrosw chat! Steve here from University of Iowa attempting finish up grading...looking forward to this chat tonight! https://t.co/GVFEuZUo8

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: Nice. We should have a battle of the robot gifs for @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/niUd8CSmqf

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...0%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=5%2F10%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
RT @porndaughter: I love the movie @HiddenFigures. This scene inspired me thinking about this chat. Dorothy Vaughn perfectly positioned

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@melaniesage Presente! #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Social workers face similar challenges in taming the tech beast. We can use tech to make our work better but yet the in-p

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Very nice #MacroSW https://t.co/7ZPOLxAQt

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@melaniesage @ubssw Alum too! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings Hi, Stephen! #MACroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Little housekeeping -if you are new to #MacroSW Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/uL8flunUcq

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: Social workers face similar challenges in taming the tech beast. We can use tech to make our work better but yet the in-p

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: Little housekeeping -if you are new to #MacroSW Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t-co/uL8flunUcq

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: So much #UBSSW love in the room! We lead in Social Work Tech! Represent! #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelhitchcock @karenzgoda. Many thanks to them.

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
It's been a while. Hey everyone!!! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelhitchcock...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Let's do introductions and then get started. Who's all here? #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Hey #MacroSW chatters! Alyssa from UAlbany & @socialworkersfm. Glad that we are talking #socialwork tech. Tech is always changing which means that discussing best practices & new tools is a continuous process! I'm ready!!! Are you?! https://t.co/tUFU9LeFJ

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@SWMorrow Hi! Welcome back #MacroSW
Vilissa Thompson  @VilissaThompson
RT @porndaughter: You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThomp @laurelhitchcock…

Nancy Kusmaul  @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters! Alyssa from UAlbany & @socialworkersfm. Glad that we are talking #socialwork tech. Tech is always…

Kristin B. Frazee  @porndaughter
Love! #MacroSW https://t.co/j6Z2uFyh4F

Vilissa Thompson  @VilissaThompson
Hey everyone! Glad to see new & familiar faces joining us! #MacroSW https://t.co/SDMt6ejV86

Kristin B. Frazee  @porndaughter
Okay Q1 up next #macrosw

UB-Social Work  @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters! Alyssa from UAlbany & @socialworkersfm. Glad that we are talking #socialwork tech. Tech is always…

Kristin B. Frazee  @porndaughter
Q1: In what instances have you used technology to enhance your work and practice?#MacroSW

ITTIC  @UBittic
Hello, this is Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan  @SunyaFolayan
#MacroSW chat partner joining in!

UB-Social Work  @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Q1: In what instances have you used technology to enhance your work and practice?#MacroSW

Stephen Cummings  @spcummings
@porndaughter A1: I've been using web-based video tech for office hours and advising @zoom_us #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee  @porndaughter
A1: We can't forget tech for social good is @aaswsw Grand Challenge https://t.co/4M0AZCxmBQ #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson  @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Technology has been a life-saver for enabling me to attend UB remotely! I also use it daily in my work in case management!

Stephen Cummings  @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: A1: We can't forget tech for social good is @aaswsw Grand Challenge https://t.co/4M0AZCxmBQ #MacroSW

TechSharer  @Tech_Sharer
RT @porndaughter: A1: We can't forget tech for social good is @aaswsw Grand Challenge https://t.co/4M0AZCxmBQ #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SunyaFolayan Hi, Sunya! #MacroSW https://t.co/g6CDaYjdJc

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @porndaughter A1: I've been using web-based video tech for office hours and advising @zoom_us #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
I really like zoom #MacroSW https://t.co/uUjl0cVKDF

Melanie Sage 🚀 @melaniesage
A1. My "practice" is teaching, & I love tech in the classroom. Helping students learn how to effectively participate beyond the classroom and in/beyond their communities w/ tech is awesome. #macroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
Hi, Rachel here, child welfare worker in Wisconsin. Technology is a blessing and a challenge. Looking forward to exploring this topic! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@porndaughter A1: As faculty I use tech in teaching to increase engagement opportunities for my students. When I left practice I was using electronic medical records but still carrying a pager. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: We can't forget tech for social good is @aaswsw Grand Challenge https://t.co/4M0AZCxMbQ #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A1 In my work, I use tech for everything -- writing, planning collaborating, (@googledrive); communicating (e.g. @zoom_us). I would curl into fetal position permanently w/out it. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A1. My "practice" is teaching, & I love tech in the classroom. Helping students learn how to effectively participate beyon...

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Technology allows social workers instant access to work anytime; anywhere

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@socialworkcomm Hello and welcome to #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: I really like zoom #MacroSW https://t.co/uUjl0cVKDF

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A1. My "practice" is teaching, & I love tech in the classroom. Helping students learn how to effectively participate beyon...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @socialworkcomm: Hi, Rachel here, child welfare worker in Wisconsin. Technology is a blessing and a challenge. Looking forward to explk

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 In my work, I use tech for everything -- writing, planning collaborating, (@googledrive); communicating (e.g. @zoom_u

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @porndaughter A1: As faculty I use tech in teaching to increase engagement opportunities for my students. When I left
Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
A1: Using a database/electronic medical record for all progress notes and encounters #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1: I’m also embracing multiple forms of video conferencing. I find it much nicer to see colleagues in other places and I think it makes my collaborations more fruitful. #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
There are so many fun #EdTech tools -- what are your favorites? #MacroSW https://t.co/zKbOOCimh6

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@A2RecDirect @googledrive @zoom_us I live in Google docs. #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: MacroSW Technology allows social workers instant access to work anytime; anywhere

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWMorrow: A1: Using a database/electronic medical record for all progress notes and encounters #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: I’m also embracing multiple forms of video conferencing. I find it much nicer to see colleagues in other places and...

ITTIC @UBittic
A1: ITTIC is aware of technological advances in TIC such as the Treatment Wizard designed to incorporate trauma treatment in single or multi settings to improve assessment, referral & overall collaboration. #macrosw https://t.co/EUubhqButL https://t.co/MHvOTdra7r

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @A2RecDirect: There are so many fun #EdTech tools -- what are your favorites? #MacroSW https://t.co/zKbOOCimh6

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: There are so many fun #EdTech tools -- what are your favorites? #MacroSW https://t.co/zKbOOCimh6

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: If you haven’t read @NASW technology standards 2017, check it out. https://t.co/ECU41u9qls #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2RecDirect @googledrive @zoom_us I live in Google docs. #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A1: ITTIC is aware of technological advances in TIC such as the Treatment Wizard designed to incorporate trauma treatment in...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: If you haven't read @NASW technology standards 2017, check it out. https://t.co/ECU41u9qls #MacroSw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: A1: If you haven't read @NASW technology standards 2017, check it out. https://t.co/ECU41u9qls #MacroSw

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
A1: I have been using Google Drive a great deal this semester to collaborate on papers, projects, and presentations with other classmates, which has been incredibly useful for myself due to my busy schedule. #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @UBittic: A1: ITTIC is aware of technological advances in TIC such as the Treatment Wizard designed to incorporate trauma treatment in #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @A2RecDirect: There are so many fun #EdTech tools -- what are your favorites? #MacroSW https://t.co/zKbOOCimh6

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: A1: If you haven't read @NASW technology standards 2017, check it out. https://t.co/ECU41u9qls #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: I'm also embracing multiple forms of video conferencing. I find it much nicer to see colleagues in other places and...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SWMorrow: A1: Using a database/electronic medical record for all progress notes and encounters #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: @socialworkcomm Hello and welcome to #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kellymerUB: A1: I have been using Google Drive a great deal this semester to collaborate on papers, projects, and presentations with other classmates, which has been incredibly useful for myself due to my busy schedule. #macroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A1: Also online organization assessments are available to gauge TIC organizational change, such as the TIC OSAT. #macrosw https://t.co/7khO2Njuyz

Howard Liu @DrHowardLiu
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Technology can & should be incorporated into our practice, but it can't replace the skills of social workers. Tonight's #Ma...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Technology allows social workers instant access to work anytime; anywhere

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
#MacroSW A1. Networking with other professionals through an array of social media platforms, and engaging with students through #techtools: #flipgrid and #zoom.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A1: Also online organization assessments are available to gauge TIC organizational change, such as the TIC OSAT. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@A2RecDirect Ironically I don't have any favorites but I love trying new things as long as they don't have a huge learning curve. #macrosw

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @porndaughter: A1: If you haven't read @NASW technology standards 2017, check it out. https://t.co/ECU41u9qls #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: Even though this was published in 2011 by @UBSSW - Social Workers in Cyberspace - still very relevant https://t.co/opi2h9rUKS #Macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @plswails: #MacroSW A1. Networking with other professionals through an array of social media platforms, and engaging with students th

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@UBSSW Hi, Pat! :) #macrosw

Melanie Sage 🌟 @melaniesage
@A2RecDirect I had such good luck with @flipgrid this semester, it will be in my Fall classroom for sure. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A1: ITTIC is aware of technological advances in TIC such as the Treatment Wizard designed to incorporate trauma treatment in

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @porndaughter: A1: Even though this was published in 2011 by @UBSSW - Social Workers in Cyberspace - still very revelant https://t.co/

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: @A2RecDirect I had such good luck with @flipgrid this semester, it will be in my Fall classroom for sure. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: Even though this was published in 2011 by @UBSSW - Social Workers in Cyberspace - still very revelant https://t.co/

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A1: Enjoy giving lectures or presentations through video conferencing, as well as being interviewed for podcasts about my work. Great way to new audiences & is accessible (which is usually forgotten about when we discuss how we use tech). #MacroSW https://t.co/lN8dkego8R

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@porndaughter Hi, Kristin! I love this topic! #Macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: This #MacroSW chat is a perfect example. We are networking, sharing resources and learning about things to improve our practice via tech know I have met some of you in person b/c of this chat.

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: You know our fab #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThom @laurelhitchcock...

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
I'm seeing many social workers and therapist using video conferencing as well. Very convenient! #MacroSW https://t.co/xGkmOD6b4V

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
I also love using Twitter to build my learning community. @njsmyth #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A1: This #MacroSW chat is a perfect example. We are networking, sharing resources and learning about things to improv

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A1 We also use tools like @mentimeter at staff meetings for quick polls and wordles. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@porndaughter @spcummings That article quotes our very own Dean - @njsmyth: 'You can't ethically practice anymore and not be online,'" Smyth, dean of the School of Social Work at the University at Buffalo, #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: Enjoy giving lectures or presentations through video conferencing, as well as being interviewed for podcasts about... 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: This #MacroSW chat is a perfect example. We are networking, sharing resources and learning about things to improve... 7

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
#MacroSW A1. Considering ways to increase access to continuing education for social workers though podcasts, webinars, #ProjectEcho, apps, etc. 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: I also love using Twitter to build my learning community. @njsmyth #MacroSW 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWMorrow: I'm seeing many social workers and therapist using video conferencing as well. Very convenient! #MacroSW https://t.co/xGkmOD6... 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A1 We also use tools like @mentimeter at staff meetings for quick polls and wordles. #MacroSW 7

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
A1: And of course earning my CEU's online to maintain my SW license 😊 Best thing ever lol #MacroSW 7

Melanie Sage 🤖@melaniesage
I recently shared this long list of #edtech apps that can be used in the classroom https://t.co/sH8bDYvmkw #macrosw 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWMorrow: A1: And of course earning my CEU's online to maintain my SW license 😊 Best thing ever lol #MacroSW 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: I recently shared this long list of #edtech apps that can be used in the classroom https://t.co/sH8bDYvmkw #macrosw 7

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
I do some work w/ @sagesurfer. I think they will change care management #macrosw 7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: I do some work w/ @sagesurfer. I think they will change care management #macrosw 7

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
@A2RecDirect @Mentimeter Thank you for sharing this resource! Will def look into this. #MacroSW 7

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Okay Q2 next #macrosw 7

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
What a great resource! Thanks @melaniesage! #macrosw https://t.co/s78L5aCiRh 7
Mental Health Editor @cynchazen
RT @SWcareer: Best in Mental Health: Agent of Change! https://t.co/Hwd17WP5s45 < #MacroSW #socialwork #swtech

EdTech @EdGameTec
RT @melaniesage: I recently shared this long list of edtech apps that can be used in the classroom https://t.co/sHbbDYvmkw #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @melaniesage: I recently shared this long list of edtech apps that can be used in the classroom https://t.co/sHbbDYvmkw #macrosw

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Technology can & should be incorporated into our practice, but it can’t replace the skills of social workrs. Tonight’s Ma…

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @nancy_kusmaul: What a great resource! Thanks @melaniesage! macrosw https://t.co/s78L5aCiRh

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q2: Share examples of how technology will never replace social work skills. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Q2: Share examples of how technology will never replace social work skills. #MacroSW

Melanie Sage 🔄@melaniesage
@nancy_kusmaul @njsmyth The magazine @SocialWorkToday recently published an article by @laurelhitchcock and me on building a Professional Learning Community on Twitter. #MacroSW https://t.co/zkcbS3gp45

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: SW’ers can incorporate technology into current practices, such as online therapy, etc., regardless of how services are delivered, it is important to understand the prevalence & effects of trauma and screen for trauma. https://t.co/r9cQqCt7Yo #macrosw #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A2 Robots don’t have empathy!

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @melaniesage: I recently shared this long list of edtech apps that can be used in the classroom https://t.co/sHbbDYvmkw #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @melaniesage: @nancy_kusmaul @njsmyth The magazine @SocialWorkToday recently published an article by @laurelhitchcock and me building…

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A1: I use tech through the radio show, @socialworkersfm. The mission is to give social work students, faculty & practitioners a platform to share their expertise in a comfortable setting. We want the content of our show to be spread far and wide. The public is client. #MacroSW https://t.co/IV5kx4yJQF

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
A2: The face to face contact is essential in social work practice, I think. Better able to connect with others on a personal level #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@porndaughter A2: Technology may enable people to communicate but it cannot replace human relationships. macrosw
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@WilsonBadiah Exactly #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: @nancy_kusmaul @njsmyth The magazine @SocialWorkToday recently published an article by @laurelhitchcock and me building...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2 I don't think tech could ever replace empathy. See @BreneBrown Ted Talk https://t.co/34YkvffS5r #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 "Automation will have a lesser effect on jobs that involve managing people, applying expertise, and social interactions, where machines are unable to match human performance for now." - that's us!! https://t.co/KXUaKZR1kk #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2 I don't think tech could ever replace empathy. See @BreneBrown Ted Talk https://t.co/34YkvffS5r #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @porndaughter A2: Technology may enable people to communicate but it cannot replace human relationships. #macrosw

Melanie Sage 🏛️ @melaniesage
A2. A2. We're at risk! If we don't adapt to changing tech times, we may be replaced! Need cross-state licensing legislation, involvement in policy issues, and expertise in tech to remain relevant in this field! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I use tech through the radio show, @socialworkersfm. The mission is to give social work students, faculty & practiti...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A2 Robots don't have empathy!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A2: SW'ers can incorporate technology into current practices, such as online therapy, etc., regardless of how services are del...

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
My thoughts exactly! #MacroSW https://t.co/WXzEw2F9yn

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A2. A2. We're at risk! If we don't adapt to changing tech times, we may be replaced! Need cross-state licensing legislatio..

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: ITTIC provides in person and online training on TIC as well as in person coaching and consultation with organizations, responding to their individual needs. #macrosw https://t.co/1KroXSHmWA #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW A2 I also think technology has a place in providing certain services; however, they cannot replace the human connection which is necessary in certain situations.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@melaniesage @njsmyth @SocialWorkToday @laurelhitchcock Thank you! I knew I had heard the term but couldn't remember where. #macr
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: SW'ers can incorporate technology into current practices, such as online therapy, etc., regardless of how services are del…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: Seeing a problem and solving it -- @ColumbiaSSW Putting Social Work Books Back on the Shelves at the University of Puerto Rico - https://t.co/yeOXA0Yi6c #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A2 I don’t think tech could ever replace empathy. See @BreneBrown Ted Talk https://t.co/3YkvffS5r :#MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: ITTIC provides in person and online training on TIC as well as in person coaching and consultation with organizations, res…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@melaniesage - yes, there is that “for now” at the end of the quote I just tweeted #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @UBSSW: A2 I don’t think tech could ever replace empathy. See @BreneBrown Ted Talk https://t.co/3YkvffS5r :#MacroSW

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
A2: SW is a very person-focused field. We still haven’t been able to develop AI that passes the Turing Test (in which one cannot distinguish responses from a human and a robot), so being able to use AI in place of a social worker will probably be nearly impossible #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW A2 I also think technology has a place in providing certain services; however, they cannot replace the human

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A2: Seeing a problem and solving it -- @ColumbiaSSW Putting Social Work Books Back on the Shelves at the University Pu…

Melanie Sage 🇺🇸 @melaniesage
A2. Social workers have a lot to offer the world, but we need to be able to adapt to changing roles, helping clients link w technology in the way helpful to them.#MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kellymerUB: A2: SW is a very person-focused field. We still haven't been able to develop AI that passes the Turing Test (in which one c…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: @nancy_kusmaul @njsmyth The magazine @SocialWorkToday recently published an article by @laurelhitchcock and me building…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A2. Social workers have a lot to offer the world, but we need to be able to adapt to changing roles, helping clients link…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: Seeing a problem and solving it -- @ColumbiaSSW Putting Social Work Books Back on the Shelves at the University Pu…

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Hard to imagine how robots could be activists
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kellymerUB: A2: SW is a very person-focused field. We still haven't been able to develop AI that passes the Turing Test (in which one c.

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
Michel Coconis from Union Institute/ACOSA chiming in late tonight. Glad to see you all! #macroSW

WendyG @WendyJoGraham
RT @melaniesage: A2. Social workers have a lot to offer the world, but we need to be able to adapt to changing roles, helping clients link…

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Michel Coconis from Union Institute/ACOSA chiming in late tonight. Glad to see you all! #macroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @melaniesage: A2. Social workers have a lot to offer the world, but we need to be able to adapt to changing roles, helping clients link…

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
A2 I have so many conversations that require compassion, close observation, and nuance. Can #AI handle that? I like to believe that I'm a bet boss than this robot could be. :) #MacroSW https://t.co/YwapRhBeVP

TechSharer @Tech_Sharer
RT @melaniesage: A2. Social workers have a lot to offer the world, but we need to be able to adapt to changing roles, helping clients link…

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @porndaughter: A2: Seeing a problem and solving it -- @ColumbiaSSW Putting Social Work Books Back on the Shelves at the University Pu…

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Hard to imagine how robots could be activists

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
Retweeted Kristin B. Frazee (@porndaughter): A2: Seeing a problem and solving it -- @ColumbiaSSW Putting Social Work Books Back on the Shelves at the University of Puerto Rico - https://t.co/TuJjlSzK7 #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A2 People need people. Although we can get some of our social needs met through relationships via technology, we really as humans need h interaction. And social work is a professional that is all about that real, genuine interaction. #macrosw

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @melaniesage: A2. A2. We're at risk! If we don't adapt to changing tech times, we may be replaced! Need cross-state licensing legislatio..

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 I have so many conversations that require compassion, close observation, and nuance. Can #AI handle that? I like to t

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Agreed - all social workers need to embrace technology or prepare to get left behind

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@mcoconis Good evening, Michel! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@kellymerUB I agree. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A2. Social workers have a lot to offer the world, but we need to be able to adapt to changing roles, helping clients link…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @kellymerUB: A2: SW is a very person-focused field. We still haven't been able to develop AI that passes the Turing Test (in which one c.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 I have so many conversations that require compassion, close observation, and nuance. Can #AI handle that? I like to t

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
A2: Although technology can be convenient, it can be counterproductive if we rely on it too much #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @socialworkcomm: A2 People need people. Although we can get some of our social needs met through relationships via technology, we n

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A2: Social workers not only have skills to use in practice, but there is a certain way we view situations. The Person in the Environment. Streng Perspective. We can incorporate tech but tech can't do anything without us. #MacroSW https://t.co/4jhz8PioHM

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 I have so many conversations that require compassion, close observation, and nuance. Can #AI handle that? I like to t

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
oops - just sending out my A1 - These chats! for Lifelong Learning / building Personal Learning Networks/ Skyped coaching sessions / Webinars / GoToMeeting for livestreaming a symposium / YouTube lectures taped #MacroSW

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
A2: While technology can help with delivery of social services (e.g. online applications for aid), social workers will still be needed to assist cli

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A2 Social workers not only have skills to use in practice, but there is a certain way we view situations. The Person in…

Peggy L. Swails @pswails
@SWMorrow A2. I agree! Using our skillsets, such as attending and awareness, empathy, etc. Hard to demonstrate some of these core skills utilize. #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrosw I'm not sure I agree in that it seems to me that people already lend human emotions to plants and pets and perhaps other seemingl "inanimate" objects and BIG TECH is and has been exploiting that and so much more of the human condition (mind, body, and maybe even s;

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
#macrosw I'm not sure I agree in that it seems to me that people already lend human emotions to plants and pets and perhaps other seemingl "inanimate" objects and BIG TECH is and has been exploiting that and so much more of the human condition (mind,... https://t.co/6pJ8L79M!

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I use tech through the radio show, @socialworkersfm. The mission is to give social work students, faculty & practitii...
Melanie Sage  ⬆️ @melaniesage
A2. I am Co-Chair of the @AASWSW Grand Challenge Harnessing Tech for Social Good. Lots of ways technology enhances our work and many ways yet to be discovered. We must guide the use of tech for good & bring our values. #MacroSW

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @UBSSW: oops - just sending out my A1 - These chats! for Lifelong Learning / building Personal Learning Networks/ Skyped coaching se

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: #macrosw I'm not sure I agree in that it seems to me that people already lend human emotions to plants and pets and perhaps

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A2. I am Co-Chair of the @AASWSW Grand Challenge Harnessing Tech for Social Good. Lots of ways technology enhances our wor...

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
@AlyssaLotmore Well Said!! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@WilsonBadiah Definitely! It is our clients and our profession that will suffer if we take a “social workers don’t do tech” stance. #macrosw

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Hey #MacroSW chatters! Alyssa from UAlbany & @socialworkersfm. Glad that we are talking #socialwork tech. Tech is always...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q3 up next. #MacroSW

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A1: I use tech through the radio show, @socialworkersfm. The mission is to give social work students, faculty & practiti...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A2: Being in the very presence/space of another person & being understood are crucial for some people. Technology won’t be able to be the e for everyone, which I think we sometimes forget. #MacroSW https://t.co/SymvBge3ip

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A2: Social workers not only have skills to use in practice, but there is a certain way we view situations. The Person in...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A2: Social workers not only have skills to use in practice, but there is a certain way we view situations. The Person in...

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
@socialworkcomm #MacroSW https://t.co/pd5EOXXlfK

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @plswails: @SWMorrow A2. I agree! Using our skillsets, such as attending and awareness, empathy, etc. Hard to demonstrate some of th

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @WilsonBadiah Definitely! It is our clients and our profession that will suffer if we take a “social workers don’t do te...
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q3: What technology advances do you see coming that could be incorporated in social work practice? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: Being in the very presence/space of another person & being understood are crucial for some people. Technology won’t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Q3: What technology advances do you see coming that could be incorporated in social work practice? #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrosw That is fundamentally true, I believe. I also reserve some doubt about how social workers will be at the table of AI or VR and what "next". We seem to be good at incorporating existing tech into our lives (well, some of us with some tech), but we are not designing...
https://t.co/2moIO8ayUN

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: Being in the very presence/space of another person & being understood are crucial for some people. Technology won’t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 One of the #GrandChallenges for #SocialWork is #socialisolation. Bots and apps can help people feel connected and less alone. #MacroSW
https://t.co/o8RKIfKxbt @AASWSWorg https://t.co/MOrjUoz3q0

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
#macrosw That is fundamentally true, I believe. I also reserve some doubt about how social workers will be at the table of AI or VR and what "next". We seem to be good at incorporating existing tech into our lives (well, some of us with some... https://t.co/hOqeFRZShu

Melanie Sage ☑️atomy @melaniesage
A3. Between-meeting check-ins, scheduling help for appointments, access to med records, self-help tools all emerging and improving. #macrosw

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Q3 Clients do their own referrals!

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@porndaughter A3: We’ve hinted at some of it. Video services can increase accessibility in underserved areas and reduce stigma but we need work out kinks in jurisdiction of licensure and insurance. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A3. Between-meeting check-ins, scheduling help for appointments, access to med records, self-help tools all emerging an...

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Q3 - Meeting with clients using virtual platforms

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A3: 10 tech trends that will impact social justice in 2018 @FordFoundation -- this just got me in the gut -- "technology continues to both support undermine social justice" https://t.co/FC1N3lyHyM #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @porndaughter: A3: Social Services Innovations: A Whole New World — Virtual Reality in Social Work @SocialWorkToday
https://t.co/dyovcnk...

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
On empathy, I think (or fear!) that we humans might be more fickle than we hope we are in that I believe a machine or system like Siri or other replace social work with suggestions of alternatives, the key to so much individual change. We must be vigilante and clever #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Q3 Clients do their own referrals!

Melanie Sage 🤝 @melaniesage
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @porndaughter A3: We’ve hinted at some of it. Video services can increase accessibility in underserved areas and red

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
On empathy, I think (or fear!) that we humans might be more fickle than we hope we are in that I believe a machine or system like Siri or other replace social work with suggestions of alternatives, the key to so much individual change. We must be vigilante and clever #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @porndaughter A3: We’ve hinted at some of it. Video services can increase accessibility in underserved areas and red

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Q3 -Meeting with clients using virtual platforms

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: 10 tech trends that will impact social justice in 2018 @FordFoundation -- this just got me in the gut --“technology c…

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Q3 Improved collaboration and a more holistic approach to care

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A3: 10 tech trends that will impact social justice in 2018 @FordFoundation -- this just got me in the gut --“technology c…

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm
A3 Enhanced predictive analytics could certainly impact social work interventions #macrosw

ITTIC @UBittic
A3: Technology can be used to embody the value/principles of collaboration and empowerment, ex: personal story narratives on Vimeo. https://t.co/E2mkYGuW0p #macrosw #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
Showing up late to #macrosw on robots replacing us like ... https://t.co/8cYF9bSkVy

Richard Schwindt @rgschwindt
RT @kellymerUB: A2: SW is a very person-focused field. We still haven't been able to develop AI that passes the Turing Test (in which one c.

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @porndaughter: A3: 10 tech trends that will impact social justice in 2018 @FordFoundation -- this just got me in the gut --“technology c…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: Showing up late to #macrosw on robots replacing us like ... https://t.co/8cYF9bSkVy
Peggy L. Swails @plswails

#MacroSW A3. Electronic shared plans of care can advance communication efforts among multidisciplinary teams. Providing real-time info while connecting multiple systems that interact with the individual: education, medical, community. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @UBittic: A3: Technology can be used to embody the value/principles of collaboration and empowerment, ex: personal story narratives on

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @socialworkcomm: A3 Enhanced predictive analytics could certainly impact social work interventions #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

RT @UBittic: A3: Technology can be used to embody the value/principles of collaboration and empowerment, ex: personal story narratives on

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @plswails: #MacroSW A3. Electronic shared plans of care can advance communication efforts among multidisciplinary teams. Providing real...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW

RT @porndaughter: Q3: What technology advances do you see coming that could be incorporated in social work practice?#MacroSW

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow

Kind of going along with video conferencing, I am beginning to see commercials for therapy through texting. May be a better way to reach those more hesitant to seek help in person #MacroSW

Michel Coconis @mcoconis

Interesting! I just finished a stint as an Ombudsman for mental health in our community and the issue of social isolation was THE most common AFTER trying to get an apt with a Psychiatrist! Now, getting people experiencing paranoia and isolation to "embrace" tech. #macrosw https://t.co/u8CYgXI79B

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect

A3 There's so much potential for tech to assist people with disabilities. Social workers can be on the forefront of helping people w these tech & (macro level) systems change #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

@plswails I immediately think of dementia here, and the need for teams and coordination, Peggy. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @mcoconis: Interesting! I just finished a stint as an Ombudsman for mental health in our community and the issue of social isolation was...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @SWMorrow: Kind of going along with video conferencing, I am beginning to see commercials for therapy through texting. May be a better...

Richard Schwindt @rgschwindt

RT @porndaughter: A2: Seeing a problem and solving it -- @ColumbiaSSW Putting Social Work Books Back on the Shelves at the University Pu...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @A2RecDirect: A3 There's so much potential for tech to assist people with disabilities. Social workers can be on the forefront of helpin...
Melanie Sage 🌌 @melaniesage
RT @porndaughter: A3: 10 tech trends that will impact social justice in 2018 @FordFoundation -- this just got me in the gut -- *technology c…

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
A3: Ways of connecting clients to outside resources that one cannot provide themselves (e.g. referral to online support groups or other commi

resources, etc.) #macroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
A3: need to embrace AI and predictive analytics ... while simultaneously advocating for good/just data making the decisions #macros

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: A3: need to embrace AI and predictive analytics ... while simultaneously advocating for good/just data making the decision

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @A2RecDirect: A3 There's so much potential for tech to assist people with disabilities. Social workers can be on the forefront of helpin

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kellymerUB: A3: Ways of connecting clients to outside resources that one cannot provide themselves (e.g. referral to online support gro.

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
That is interesting too! I wonder about the texting but not sure if I wonder more about it than phone or telemental health. Glad to hear of it! #m:
https://t.co/xPG4R5Q2JQ

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
That is interesting too! I wonder about the texting but not sure if I wonder more about it than phone or telemental health. Glad to hear of it! #m:
https://t.co/Rp1OKBvRXZ https://t.co/Rp1OKBvRXZ

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A3: Rise of online programs, which will allow for more educational access for those who will benefit. Also like that therapists can provide serv

online & hope many of us become more open to this (which is something I'm looking into for when I receive my clinical). #MacroSW
https://t.co/mhe6i2ri95

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Rise of online programs, which will allow for more educational access for those who will benefit. Also like that t…

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
@SWMorrow This is a great point, it can help reduce the way stigma affects people who would otherwise want to seek help #macroSW

Melanie Sage 🌌 @melaniesage
A3. If social workers really wanted to make a place for themselves in the evolving #Swtech landscape they'd learn how to help agencies incor

human-centered tech in practice settings #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A3. If social workers really wanted to make a place for themselves in the evolving #Swtech landscape they'd learn how to

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Rise of online programs, which will allow for more educational access for those who will benefit. Also like that t…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
I think there are 40 plus online MSW programs #MacroSW https://t.co/ehjqJm24JW
Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrosw there is a steep learning curve here and many issues to do with poverty and access to both wifi/internet and devices and education maintenance of equipment to get to the value of it. Doable with will, perseverance, and plans! https://t.co/Qod268k05R

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
#macrosw there is a steep learning curve here and many issues to do with poverty and access to both wifi/internet and devices and education maintenance of equipment to get to the value of it. Doable with will, perseverance, and plans!... https://t.co/SyNNo99d2b

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A3. If social workers really wanted to make a place for themselves in the evolving #Swtech landscape they'd learn how to

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: #macrosw there is a steep learning curve here and many issues to do with poverty and access to both wifi/internet and device

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q4 coming up #macrosw

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @melaniesage: A3. If social workers really wanted to make a place for themselves in the evolving #Swtech landscape they'd learn how to

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
A3: #VoiceFirst will probably impact the way we do work as well... wrote some thoughts about this on the clinical side .. #macrosw https://t.co/Cfvb8SsG9U

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Rise of online programs, which will allow for more educational access for those who will benefit. Also like that t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: A3: #VoiceFirst will probably impact the way we do work as well... wrote some thoughts about this on the clinical side ..... 

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Q4: What technology related curriculum should be added to our master’s and bachelor level programs? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Q4: What technology related curriculum should be added to our master’s and bachelor level programs? #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
My alma mater (@winthropu) is a part of that group! #MacroSW https://t.co/QwF3WiXoxq

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A4: I think every social worker should learn the basics about Google Analytics and social media data reporting https://t.co/dELavrHn4U #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A4: Incorporate the use of technology/new NASW ethics regarding tech. with the 5 principles/values of TIC. https://t.co/SAaX443WNN #macroc

Melanie Sage 🎩 @melaniesage
A4. Speaking my language. #SWtech needs to be incorporated across the curriculum. Ethics, values, leadership, outreach, activism- so many

options for teaching tech alongside existing curriculum. #macrosw

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrosw I had several calls about online therapy. Here's a google search of programs certifying folks for online therapy: https://t.co/oZGpQT7 https://t.co/HXPHnVEN5R

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
#macrosw I had several calls about online therapy. Here's a google search of programs certifying folks for online therapy: https://t.co/Za1093ffXL https://t.co/9LynSYHlp7 https://t.co/Za1093flXL

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 Development of a #socialmedia #policy for agencies, clients. Keeping up with new tools - what's good or what's bad. And ethical issues in | use. #MacroSW 2/2 https://t.co/NC3eDzmA0A

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@porndaughter A4: The ability to keep learning. No school will be able to teach it all and it will keep changing. #macrosw

ITTC @UBittic
A4: Ensuring that the use of technology does not become a barrier that unintentionally further marginalizes groups of people who have a history/intergenerational trauma. https://t.co/SAAxX443WNN #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A4: @laurelhitchcock - Technology in Social Work Education: Educators' Perspectives on the NASW Technology Standards for Social Work Education and Supervision https://t.co/hcnw5kaZ5i #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A4. Speaking my language. #SWtech needs to be incorporated across the curriculum. Ethics, values, leadership, outreach...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A4: @laurelhitchcock - Technology in Social Work Education: Educators' Perspectives on the NASW Technology Standards for Social Work Education and Supervision https://t.co/hcnw5kaZ5i #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A4 Development of a #socialmedia #policy for agencies, clients. Keeping up with new tools - what's good or what's bad. And e...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A4: Ensuring that the use of technology does not become a barrier that unintentionally further marginalizes groups of people w..

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A3: Not that long ago, could we even imagine the tech power of a tiny watch? I can't begin to imagine the future of Social Work tech, but I am definitely looking forward to it! We, as a profession, must continue to develop best practices when new tech emerges. #MacroSW https://t.co/ySTCcZ66zj

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
A4: using video technology to practice distance interviewing skills #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@porndaughter @laurelhitchcock by @melaniesage @laurelhitchcock and @njsmyth! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: A4: using video technology to practice distance interviewing skills #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A3: Not that long ago, could we even imagine the tech power of a tiny watch? I can’t begin to imagine the future of Soci.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A4: Ensuring that the use of technology does not become a barrier that unintentionally further marginalizes groups of people w...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @porndaughter A4: The ability to keep learning. No school will be able to teach it all and it will keep changing. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: #macrosw I had several calls about online therapy. Here’s a google search of programs certifying folks for online therapy: htt..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A4: I think every social worker should learn the basics about Google Analytics and social media data reporting https://t....

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
#macrosw Along this line, how to use client, coworker, or other info found in social media as part of one's social work practice - from micro to r
It may be legal to use but it may be unethical. Forging workplace policy on SM use is a big one along with analytics, IMHO https://t.co/quYXA2

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: My alma mater (@winthropu) is a part of that group! #MacroSW https://t.co/QwF3WIXoxq

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@spcummings Important skill! #MacroSW

Funeral Consumers Alliance of Central Ohio @ColumbusFuneral
#macrosw Along this line, how to use client, coworker, or other info found in social media as part of one's social work practice - from micro to r
It may be legal to use but it may be unethical. Forging workplace policy on SM use is a big one... https://t.co/aUO7N3ETK2

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
A4: All the things! Clinical: Telemedicine, App evaluation, tech design concepts (coding, API's) .. possible partnerships with health informatics programs macro: social media & data analytics #macrosw

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Q4 Software courses! How to utilize specific software more effectively and efficiently. For example, there is a difference in the way somethings can manipulate Power Points compared to 30-somethings. Over 50 is most likely to "shy away" from technology.

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBittic: A4: Ensuring that the use of technology does not become a barrier that unintentionally further marginalizes groups of people w...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mcoconis: #macrosw Along this line, how to use client, coworker, or other info found in social media as part of one's social work pract...

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
#MacroSW A4. Integrate the use of technology in every course, starting with telling students about the #MacroSW Twitter sessions. Discuss N ethical standards for using technology.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: A4: All the things! Clinical: Telemedicine, App evaluation, tech design concepts (coding, API's) .. possible partnerships...

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @StuckonSW: A4: All the things! Clinical: Telemedicine, App evaluation, tech design concepts (coding, API's) .. possible partnerships...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @plswails: #MacroSW A4. Integrate the use of technology in every course, starting with telling students about the #MacroSW Twitter sess...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Q4 Software courses! How to utilize specific software more effectively and efficiently. For example, there is a...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@nancy_kusmaul That is so true. Things have changed a lot since I was in school. #MacroSW

Melanie Sage 🦄 @melaniesage
A4. We've developed a list of technology-infused assignments that correspond to the CSWE EPAS learning standards: https://t.co/t6J6tKaxR...

brooklyn11210 @brooklyn11210
RT @melaniesage: A3. Between-meeting check-ins, scheduling help for appointments, access to med records, self-help tools all emerging an...

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
A4: Personally I have been a big fan of Ted Talks, and the way that they allow for a short "virtual lecture" so to speak, or new perspectives for experts in a variety of other fields. #macroSW

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
Yes! It's important to realize others comfort level when it comes to using technology! Social workers have to keep up with change #MacroSW https://t.co/H9OA1Gl8rL

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
@spcummings That's great! There are definitely tips we can share with our students as they prepare to enter the workforce, based on our per: experiences, too. #MacroSW

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Q4 Knowing how to maximize use of software makes a huge difference - especially if having to compete with younger generations began using it in elementary school.

brooklyn11210 @brooklyn11210
#Nudging #Empowerment #participation #MacroSW https://t.co/UsJvVYmFu5

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@WilsonBadiah I'm sorry, but this is an #ageist assumption that doesn't help advance technology. There is a wide range of experience and de at all ages. #macrowsw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @plswails: @spcummings That's great! There are definitely tips we can share with our students as they prepare to enter the workforce, ba

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@ColumbusFuneral I would check out @StuckonSW social media ethics course https://t.co/jQUaxNwUp8 #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A4. We've developed a list of technology-infused assignments that correspond to the CSWE EPAS learning standards: https://t.co/1234567890

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @melaniesage: A4. We've developed a list of technology-infused assignments that correspond to the CSWE EPAS learning standards: https://t.co/1234567890

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kellymerUB: A4: Personally I have been a big fan of Ted Talks, and the way that they allow for a short "virtual lecture" so to speak, o... https://t.co/M7PJvsuJZ

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
My latest post explored how #HealthIT developers and social workers should be hanging out.. #macrosw https://t.co/M7PJvsuJZ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @brooklyn11210: #Nudging #Empowerment #participation #MacroSW https://t.co/UsJvVymFu5

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
@porndaughter @nancy_kusmaul Things have changed since I was in school too.. and that was just last year! Lol #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @WilsonBadiah I'm sorry, but this is an #ageist assumption that doesn't help advance technology. There is a wide rang... https://t.co/1234567890

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @oporndaughter: @ColumbusFuneral I would check out @StuckonSW social media ethics course https://t.co/1234567890 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: My latest post explored how #HealthIT developers and social workers should be hanging out.. #macrosw https://t.co/M7PJh...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWMorrow: @porndaughter @nancy_kusmaul Things have changed since I was in school too.. and that was just last year! Lol #MacroS...

Melanie Sage 📖 @melaniesage
A4. Students are so grateful when I teach them to use @zotero - an APA lifesaver. I use it when I write articles as well. ;) #macrosw

Kelly Mercer @kellymerUB
Agreed, I think it's important to remember that not everyone in the classroom grew up with technology on the same level. I'm pretty computer-savvy, but I know some of my older classmates have been struggling with some aspects of courses that rely heavily on tech. #macroSW https://t.co/1234567890

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@SWMorrow @nancy_kusmaul Great, I don't feel so old #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A4: Engage in using social to further conversations within & outside the profession, e.g., hosting Twitter chats. Teach how to establish services online that are compliant regarding privacy, legal/ethical needs, & enhances the helping relationship connection. #MacroSW https://t.co/2zjRVsdYBg

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A4. Students are so grateful when I teach them to use @zotero - an APA lifesaver. I use it when I write articles as well....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Engage in using social to further conversations within & outside the profession, e.g., hosting Twitter chats. Teach...
Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@porndaughter @ColumbusFuneral Thanks for the plug ... still plugging away on the CEU version but coming soon (I keep saying that but more back end tech delays) #macrosw

brooklyn11210 @brooklyn11210
@WilsonBadiah Based on what evidence? #paro https://t.co/h9rcWufCs4 #MacroSW @melaniesage @EJohnsonLCSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @porndaughter: @ColumbusFuneral Thanks for the plug ... still plugging away on the CEU version but coming soon (I keep saying that)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: @porndaughter @ColumbusFuneral Thanks for the plug ... still plugging away on the CEU version but coming soon (I keep saying...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @brooklyn11210: @WilsonBadiah Based on what evidence? #paro https://t.co/h9rcWufCs4 #MacroSW @melaniesage @EJohnsonLCSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @SWMorrow: Yes! It's important to realize others comfort level when it comes to using technology! Social workers have to keep up with ch

Melanie Sage 📚 @melaniesage
A4. Sometimes social work faculty show up with the assumption that young people are tech-savvy. Not my experience across the board, definitely when it comes to professional use of tech. We need to teach it. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A4. Sometimes social work faculty show up with the assumption that young people are tech-savvy. Not my experience across the board, def when it comes to professional use of tech. We need to teach it. #macrosw

Gutenberg @wpgutenberg
RT @WilsonBadiah: #MacroSW Q4 Software courses! How to utilize specific software more effectively and efficiently. For example, there is a...n

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
Exposure to and integration of interactive technology in the classroom that allows for facilitated learning #EdTech #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A4: I'm a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for advocacy. A lot of skills can be learned. Here is a blog post I did for @laurelhitchcock about podcasts in classrooms - https://t.co/clgQ1efxST #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@melaniesage They often are tech aware but not tech savvy has been my observation #macrosW

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
@melaniesage And sometimes students show up assuming their professors/ instructors are tech-illiterate. :) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A4: I'm a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: Exposure to and integration of interactive technology in the classroom that allows for facilitated learning #EdTech #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A4. Sometimes social work faculty show up with the assumption that young people are tech-savvy. Not my experience act...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @plswails: @melaniesage They often are tech aware but not tech savvy has been my observation #macroSW

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A4: I’m a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for...

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
I was definitely amazed when I heard about this! Too bad it wasn’t until the end of grad school... 😞 #MacroSW https://t.co/9AMY1xf1dU

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A4: I’m a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @annwilder: Exposure to and integration of interactive technology in the classroom that allows for facilitated learning #EdTech #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@melaniesage Interesting #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A4: I’m a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for...

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A4: I’m a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for...

Michel Coconis @mcoconis
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A4: I’m a big supporter of students using podcasts in class as a way to gain comfort in publicly sharing knowledge for...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Well it's that time to say good night #MacroSW https://t.co/RwFO9vV4T6

Marianna Hernandez @mrnahdez
Thanks @OfficialMacroSW. Great discussions tonight. #macrosw #uclamsw203C

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Thank you all for joining #MacroSW chat tonight.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: Well it's that time to say good night #MacroSW https://t.co/RwFO9vV4T6
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mrnahdez: Thanks @OfficialMacroSW. Great discussions tonight. #macrosw #uclaMSW203C

3momtri @3momtri
RT @melaniesage: A4. Students are so grateful when I teach them to use @zotero - an APA lifesaver. I use it when I write articles as well....

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Next #MacroSW chat on 5/17 hosted by @VilissaThompson w/ Rachel Castillo.

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@porndaughter Thanks so much for a great chat tonight, @porndaughter! #MacroSW

Melanie Sage 👍🏻 @melaniesage
A4. We can also model lifelong learning. I LOVE podcasts and bring them to the classroom often, I use tech to learn, and pass lessons to stud Tech can be a lifelong learning network. #macrosw

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Thanks for a great chat @porndaughter @melaniesage and fellow #MacroSW tweeps.

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @melaniesage: A4. We can also model lifelong learning. I LOVE podcasts and bring them to the classroom often, I use tech to learn, and p...

ITTIC @UBittic
Good night and thank you for the interesting chat tonight! Is the chat schedule for the remainder of the month available? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Well it's that time to say good night #MacroSW https://t.co/RwFO9vV4T6

Badiah Wilson @WilsonBadiah
#MacroSW Good night all!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
I think we could probably address the #FutureOfSocialWork in every #MacroSW chat! This has been a learning experience, as always! Thank: @porndaughter for this stimulating chat! #SWtech https://t.co/oxciDMys4r

Peggy L. Swails @plswails
#MacroSW Thanks, everyone! Great discussion and I appreciate all the resources shared tonight! #summersessiontools

Ms. Morrow, MSW @SWMorrow
Thank you @OfficialMacroSW @porndaughter for a great chat! I'm glad I was able to join tonight #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: Next #MacroSW chat on 5/17 hosted by @VilissaThompson w/ Rachel Castillo.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: A4. We can also model lifelong learning. I LOVE podcasts and bring them to the classroom often, I use tech to learn, and j

Melanie Sage 👍🏻 @melaniesage
Ah man, that went so fast. Goes to show how much fun it is to collaborate and learn together when you're passionate. Keep the home fire burn
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter @SWMorrow @OfficialMacroSW Me too #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW @UBittic https://t.co/SBYYrR8kC Here you go - #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @melaniesage: Ah man, that went so fast. Goes to show how much fun it is to collaborate and learn together when you're passionate. Keep...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW Goodnight - see you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/Ytuzd5tALr

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder A4: Podcasts have been successful for me in an online session where students listen and then engage in a discussion board w/specifics talkir points #MacroSW

Peggy L. Swails @plswails RT @melaniesage: Ah man, that went so fast. Goes to show how much fun it is to collaborate and learn together when you're passionate. Keep...

Peggy L. Swails @plswails RT @UBSSW: @UBittic https://t.co/SBYYrR8kC Here you go - #MacroSW

Socialworkcommunity @socialworkcomm @porndaughter @VilissaThompson Well be chatting about Trauma Informed Care!! Hope many of you can join us!! #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW RT @porndaughter: A4: I think every social worker should learn the basics about Google Analytics and social media data reporting https://t....

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW RT @plswails: @spcummings That's great! There are definitely tips we can share with our students as they prepare to enter the workforce, ba...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW RT @spcummings: A4: using video technology to practice distance interviewing skills #macrosw

Peggy L. Swails @plswails RT @porndaughter: Next #MacroSW chat on 5/17 hosted by @VilissaThompson w/ Rachel Castillo.

Brendan Beal @Brendan_Beal #MacroSW I don't think robots will replace us but I do think we can use robots in our social work practice! #SWtech
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